
Dive Deep 

 Read Gen. 2:15-17; 3:1-11, 14-19

 ASK 
 •	 Q1	–		How do these verses explain why bad things happen? 
   What about bad things that aren’t moral evil? What does 
   it tell us about our current problem of pain? 

 Give each student a small cup of seeds. It doesn’t seem like these small 
 seeds could do much of anything, bad or good. 

 — Greg said all suffering comes from a seed of sin planted when Adam 
  and Eve chose to disobey God. 

 — The Bible tells us because of Adam and Eve’s sin there’s evil, pain 
  and suffering...because every baby is born with a seed of corruption. 

 Read Rom. 5:12 in The Message 

Additional Questions

  

 

 

 

 

 The ability to chose is an amazing and terrifying gift. Since the beginning,
 people have abused the gift, done evil and hurt others. 

 —  Why didn’t God make us like robots? Because He created us to be in 
  a relationship with Him and relationship comes from sincere, intentional, 
  knowing choice. 
 — The choice to serve God, to love others and to help instead of harm. 
  And we have the choice to know Jesus personally and let Him
  transform our lives and our pain.   

Catch the Wave
 Welcome
 Prayer
 We’re on our own journey in life, sometimes filled with hurt, confusion and  
 unanswered questions. We wonder about what’s coming and why the 
 journey is sometimes so tough. 

 Today we’re going to talk about just that and what place God might have 
 in the journey.

 ASK
 •	 Q1	–		Think about your own real journey, the journey of your life. 
   Do you think our personal journeys—including the tough 
   things in our lives—are randomly put together? Or do you 
   think there is some reason behind them? Explain. 

 Watch	Video	–	Episode	6

 ASK
	 •	 Q1	–	Which cast member’s perspective best represents your  
   answer to why bad things happen? On what do you base 
   your belief?  
	 •	 Q2	–	Greg distinguished two kinds of “bad”: moral evil vs. natural 
   disasters. For instance, genocide vs. tsunami. How would 
   you explain the difference, if any? What is the source of each? 
 •	 Q3	–	 Jonathan said that good things can sometimes come out 
   of evil. What do you think? Give examples. 

Additional Questions 

Why do bad things happen??
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 ASK
	 •	 Q1	–	How difficult or easy is it for you to believe that God 
    wants to comfort you? What might be the first steps to 
    accepting God’s comfort? 

 Bad things don’t diminish the power of God’s love. We were created to
 run to Him in our pain and find comfort. 

 God also created us to live in community—we can encourage and help 
 each other.

Aloha
 Gather in a circle and put a bowl in the center. 

 Encourage students to talk to God focusing on two things: how you will 
 respond to God in the midst of your pain and how you will help others 
 who are suffering. When ready, come forward and as a symbol of 
 commitment, pour the seeds in your hand into the bowl. 

 Close in prayer, asking God to heal your individual pain and build you 
 into a community who encourages and comforts each other.

 Encourage students to invite friends to next week’s episode.

 Shreddin the Gnar: This week, read chapters 10 and 11 in Shreddin, which 
 will help you wrestle through your own spiritual questions and zero in on 
 Greg and Zane’s discussion of evil and suffering. 

Notes

 Read Rom. 5:8 

 When you admit to God you carry this seed of sin and that you want to 
 be forgiven because of what Jesus did on the cross, you’ll never be 
 separated from God. 

 —  All it takes is a sincere, simple acknowledgment of who you are and 
   who Jesus is.
 —  Pray a prayer of invitation to trust Christ as Savior. 

Sail Home
 ASK
	 •	 Q1	–	 Some of the cast members shared stories of personal pain, 
    such as predjudice, abandoment and betrayal. What kinds 
    of pain have you experienced, or are experiencing? 
 •	 Q2	–	What pain have people close to you experienced, or 
    are experiencing? 

 Ask students to pour their cup of seeds into their hand.  

 We talked about the seeds of sin...these seeds also represent something 
 else—something incredibly powerful. 

 Read 1 Peter 1:22-25

 By God’s power, this second ‘seed’ overcomes the first: through Jesus, the 
 seed of redemption and hope takes root. We are transformed.

 — The world is still filled with flawed, messed-up people who sometimes 
  chose badly. But God is our gardener who cares for us, though He may  
  use hard, battering rains to make us stronger. 
 — Sometimes it’s impossible to make sense of suffering. But we can still 
  know He loves us and comforts us. 

 Read Ps. 119:50 

 
 


